WEST SPITSBERGEN & POLAR ICE EDGE

ARCTIC WILDLIFE SAFARI

JUNE 13 – 22, 2021

9 NIGHTS / 10 DAYS

EMBARKATION: JUNE 14 - LONGYEARBYEN (SPITSBERGEN)

DISEMBARKATION: JUNE 22 - LONGYEARBYEN (SPITSBERGEN)

M/v SEA SPIRIT

ACTIVITIES: 🦛 📸
Our Journey

Itinerary

Day 1: June 13 - Arrival in Longyearbyen, Svalbard (hotel night)

Welcome to Longyearbyen, the administrative center of Svalbard and starting point of our Arctic expedition! At the Longyearbyen airport, you will be greeted by our staff and transferred to the Radisson Blu Polar Hotel. You will then be free to explore the charming, walkable town center.

We recommend starting your discovery of this fascinating Norwegian High Arctic territory at the excellent Svalbard Museum, where you can also purchase hard-to-find polar books and maps. Afterward, you can enjoy an excellent dinner at one of Longyearbyen’s many delightful restaurants. If you are still awake at midnight, you will notice the sun has not set. In fact, the sun will not set for the entire duration of our time in Svalbard.

Overnight Radisson Blu Polar Hotel.
Day 2: June 14 - Welcome Aboard!

After breakfast at your hotel, the morning is yours to enjoy Longyearbyen. Take in the views of icy fjords and glaciated mountains surrounding this historic former coal-mining town. Take advantage of shopping for souvenirs or some last-minute necessities such as cold-weather gear. Just remember, you will soon receive your very own parka to keep and waterproof boots to borrow on board the ship. For lunch, Longyearbyen offers quick and easy meal options including the most northerly pizzas and kebabs in the world.

In the afternoon, you will be transferred to the pier where we will warmly welcome you aboard the deluxe expedition vessel M/V Sea Spirit. Get settled in your spacious suite and explore the ship that will be your comfortable home during the extraordinary adventure to come. After getting underway, a full schedule of events kicks off with informative briefings and introductions from your expedition staff. After the first of many delicious dinners on board, step out onto the open decks to admire the gorgeous scenery in 24-hour daylight as we pass through the wildlife-rich waters of Isfjorden.

Day 3-9 – June 15 – 21 - West Spitsbergen and Polar Ice Edge

Our journey focuses on the spectacular fjords, coasts and islands of western Spitsbergen, the main island of the Svalbard archipelago. This area contains Svalbard’s most impressive scenery and some of the Arctic’s best wildlife viewing opportunities. Our exact schedule and route will be shaped by the weather and ice conditions we encounter. Polar bears and other iconic Arctic animals can be spotted at anytime, anywhere in our area of exploration.

One of the pristine natural areas on this itinerary is South Spitsbergen National Park, a vast region of varied landscapes including polar deserts and impassible mountain ranges. The centerpiece of this park is Hornsund, a picture-perfect fjord where countless mighty glaciers cascade from soaring mountaintops into icy inlets. At this time of year, we are sure to encounter fast ice—that is, sea ice that is fastened to the shore. This situation offers an excellent chance of observing polar bears on the hunt for ringed seals. The park also includes the southern shores of Bellsund, a picturesque bay where we find the remains of historical whaling operations, including wooden boats, cabins and thousands of whale bones—a scene from the distant past, literally frozen
in time. This area also offers great hiking opportunities through landscapes rich with Arctic flora and birdlife, as well as fascinating geology.

Also on our route is Northwest Spitsbergen National Park, the crown jewel of Svalbard’s scenic wonders. Here we find deep fjords flanked by serrated mountain peaks and immense tidewater glaciers calving icebergs into turquoise waters. The whole area is alive with migratory Arctic seabirds. On this voyage, we are just in time to witness the return of millions of murres, guillemots and little auks to the small islands, mountainsides and sea cliffs where they breed within the park. This is also a great area to encounter marine mammals, including various kinds of whales and Arctic seals. Set among this incredible scenery and wildlife activity, we also find evidence of Svalbard’s earliest sealers and whalers.

Our area of exploration also includes gorgeous Forlandet National Park. Here we find Prins Karls Forland, one of the best places in Svalbard to observe herds of walrus hauled out on land. Also along the route is North Isfjorden National Park, where we have the chance to observe endemic Svalbard reindeer grazing and Arctic fox romping in lush tundra meadows.

Human habitation along our route can be found at Ny Ålesund, a former mining town and airship base that is now home to an international community of Arctic researchers. This is one of the world’s most northerly settlements where we find a museum, gift shop and post office.

In addition to exploring the terrestrial environment and inshore waterways of western Spitsbergen, we make a special effort to reach the edge of the polar pack ice. At this dynamic boundary between solid sea ice and open ocean, we have an unparalleled opportunity to witness the dramatic interplay between polar bears and seals. We will take the ship as close as safely possible to the jumbled and constantly shifting ice floes in the hope of observing polar bears hunting in their preferred habitat. At this time of year, the ice edge is not far from mainland Spitsbergen and our sailing time in open seas will be relatively short.

The West Spitsbergen and Polar Ice Edge route offers a stunning variety of Arctic landscapes and animals with minimal sailing time between excursions. Every day offers something new and exciting. We will not miss a single opportunity to encounter amazing Arctic wildlife, to witness incredible polar scenery, and to walk in the footsteps of historic expeditions that came before.

---

**Day 10: July 22 - Disembarkation in Longyearbyen, Svalbard**

After one last buffet breakfast on board, we bid you farewell in Longyearbyen. We provide transfers to the airport or to the town center in case you plan to stay longer in Svalbard. By this time, you may already be making plans for your next amazing expedition into the polar worlds!
Triple Suite

Averaging 21 square metres/226 square feet, these staterooms have two twins and a comfortable sofa bed. The twins also convert to a King, if desired. Located on Oceanus Deck, these suites have a picture window, two wardrobes and en suite facilities. Amenities include: in-room safe, refrigerator, satellite telephone access, TV/DVD, individual temperature control, and hair dryer.

Main Deck Suite

Averaging 23 square metres/248 square feet, Main Deck cabins are equipped with either two twins or a King Size bed. They are located on the Main Deck with a minimum of two portholes for exterior views. Amenities include: en suite facilities, in-room safe, refrigerator, satellite telephone access, TV/DVD, individual temperature control and hair dryer.

Classic Suite

Averaging 21 square metres/226 square feet, these cabins are located on the Oceanus Deck. They feature a picture window, two wardrobes and a choice of either two twin beds or a King Size bed. Amenities include: en suite facilities, in-room safe, refrigerator, satellite telephone access, TV/DVD, individual temperature control and hair dryer.

Superior Suite

Averaging 20 square metres/215 square feet, Superior Suites are located on the Club Deck. Averaging 20 square metres/ 215 square feet, these cabins feature two twin beds or a King Size bed. The picture window overlooks an outside walkway on the Club Deck. Amenities include: en suite facilities, walk-in closet or wardrobe, in-room safe, refrigerator, satellite telephone access, TV/DVD, individual temperature control, hair dryer.
Deluxe Suite

The Deluxe Suites with balconies are located on the Sports Deck. Averaging 24 square metres/ 258 square feet means plenty of room. Choose from either two twin beds or a King Size bed. A sliding glass door leads to a private balcony. These suites feature a walk-in closet or wardrobe. Amenities include en suite facilities, in-room safe, refrigerator, satellite telephone access, TV/DVD, individual temperature control, and a hair dryer.

Premium Suite

The Premium Suites are located on the Sun Deck. Averaging a generous 30 square metres/ 323 square feet, with two twin beds or a King Size bed. Access the private balcony by a sliding glass door. Amenities include: en suite facilities, lounge area, in-room safe, refrigerator, satellite telephone access, TV/DVD, individual temperature control, and hair dryer.

Owners Suite

Super-spacious (43 square metres/ 463 square feet) elegant suite on the Sun Deck. Designed for entertaining, the Owner's Suite has a separate living room with game and meeting area. A BOSE stereo system provides background music, or watch videos on the HD plasma TV. Sliding glass doors lead to a private deck. Refresh in the jetted bathtub in en suite facilities. Slumber in the King Size bed. A sofa bed can accommodate a third person.
Sea Kayak Club

Kayaking fee $655 – (first come first served – 8 kayakers max)

Sea Kayak Club is typically offered on voyages that include High Arctic destinations such as Greenland, Svalbard (Spitsbergen), Franz Josef Land, or a combination of these thrilling places. Experience calving glaciers in Svalbard, cathedral-like icebergs in Greenland, or labyrinthine expanses of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean, all from our sturdy and stealthy sea kayaks. Join us for an unscripted kayaking adventure as we explore rugged coastlines and remote waters that very few people have ever paddled.

Photography

Free option

The Polar Regions are perhaps the most photogenic on earth, with countless beautiful scenes presenting themselves every day. Endless expanses of ice, beaches crowded with seals or penguins, sunsets over unbroken horizons, starlit skies, and even the majestic northern lights – they all present fantastic photographic opportunities – and in order to make sure that you come home with some spectacular images we offer you the chance to learn and practice your photography alongside an experienced professional.

Our expert Photographer will be on hand to answer your questions and give advice, both in the form of on-board lectures and workshops on shore. Explore the key elements of photography in a fun and relaxed setting, with plenty of opportunities for questions and feedback. Learn how to see light in a new way and experiment with the techniques of composition and framing.
Rates (per person):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Regular Rate*</th>
<th>Cincinnati Zoo Special Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triple Suite</td>
<td>$5,576</td>
<td>$4,776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Deck Suite</td>
<td>$7,646</td>
<td>$6,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic Suite</td>
<td>$8,186</td>
<td>$7,386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Suite</td>
<td>$7,901</td>
<td>$7,101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deluxe Suite, balcony</td>
<td>$8,836</td>
<td>$8,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premium Suite, balcony</td>
<td>$9,686</td>
<td>$8,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**All Cincinnati Zoo Travelers</td>
<td>$250 shipboard credit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Early Booking Discount

**All Cincinnati Zoo travelers will receive a $250 per person complimentary shipboard credit.

Single supplements – Single occupancy of a double-occupancy cabin is available at 1.7 times the twin rate (“Rate per person offered” above) and available only in Main Deck, Classic and Superior Suites; single occupancy of a twin cabin is available at two (2) times the twin rate (“Rate per person offered” above) in the Deluxe, Premium and Owner Suites.

Children’s rate – Children under the age of 12 can travel at half the official rate in double-occupancy cabin with adult paying the rate per person offered for this Cincinnati Zoo promotion.

**Voyage Rate Includes:**

- One pre-voyage hotel night (Day 1) at the Radisson Blu Polar Hotel
- Group and luggage transfer from Longyearbyen Airport train station to the hotel (Day 1) and to the ship on day of embarkation (Day 2)
- Group transfer to Longyearbyen Airport or central location upon disembarkation
- Shipboard accommodation as reserved and paid for
- All landings/excursions, subject to weather and ice conditions
- All meals on board throughout the voyage
- Tea and coffee station 24 hours daily
- Expedition parka to keep (1 per passenger)
- A pair of rubber boots on loan for shore landings, if and when needed
- Welcome and Farewell cocktails
- Leadership throughout the voyage by our experienced Expedition Leader and Expedition Team
- All port fees
- Pre-departure materials
- Digital Voyage Log
- Wi Fi on board
- $250 per person complimentary shipboard credit

**Voyage Rate Excludes:**

- Airfare to/from the Longyearbyen, Svalbard, port of embarkation/disembarkation
- Any visa or passport fees that may be required
- Luggage and trip cancellation insurance (we highly recommend)
• Soft drinks and alcoholic beverages other than those served at lunch and dinner or for special events and celebrations
• Personal expenses such as laundry and telecommunication charges
• Emergency evacuation insurance with a minimum coverage of US $200,000 per person (required). This insurance is available through Poseidon Expeditions, provided by Atlas Travel Insurance, or can be purchased by client through another provider.

All extra on-board services are added to the passenger on-board accounts. Hotel Manager shall balance the accounts and organize the possibility for passengers to pay their bills (cash or credit cards) on board before disembarkation.
Erin Curry, Ph.D., is a staff scientist at the Lindner Center for Conservation and Research of Endangered Wildlife (CREW) at the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden. Erin’s research centers on polar bears.

Originally from Philadelphia, Dr. Curry earned her B.S. degree in Animal Science from the University of Delaware in 2003. After working as a veterinary technician for a few years, she decided to pursue graduate studies at Clemson University in South Carolina, where she earned her M.S. (2007) and Ph.D. (2010) in Animal Physiology, with concentrations in reproductive physiology and molecular biology.

She joined CREW as a post-doctoral fellow in January 2011, and began working with polar bears, an iconic species for climate change due to their dependence on sea ice for survival and reproduction. In addition to developing novel methods for non-invasively monitoring reproductive activity in polar bears, in 2012 Erin led a CREW team in performing the first-ever artificial insemination procedure in a polar bear.
How to make a reservation:

For cabin availability and reservations please contact Poseidon Expeditions at (347) 801-2610 or salesUSA@poseidonexpeditions.com and our reservation specialists, Valerie Bryan or Shulie Klein can assist you.

Reservations and Payments:

A deposit of 20% of the appropriate cabin rate is required to confirm the reservation; the final payment (80%) is due 90 days prior to the departure.

All payments are to be made in US dollars. The deposit can be made by credit card, check or via bank transfer. The final payment can be made by credit card or via bank transfer.

Air Arrangements: Airfare is not included in the cruise rate. However, we can direct you to our preferred air supplier, Exito, who is familiar with our routing and can assist you with air arrangements.

Travel Insurance:

For your convenience, we now offer you a competitive option for purchasing emergency medical and evacuation/repatriation insurance before you embark the Sea Spirit for your expedition cruise into the Arctic or Antarctic regions.

Traveling to the Arctic is a great adventure, but sometimes unexpected illness or injury during the trip itself may change your plans and require medical evacuation. Emergency medical and evacuation/repatriation insurance covers you in case of such an eventuality.

Note that Poseidon Expeditions requires this type of insurance coverage for all passengers aboard the Sea Spirit, as per our Terms and Conditions: for the Arctic US $200,000.

Emergency medical and evacuation/repatriation insurance coverage is not the same thing as cancellation insurance. We strongly recommend cancellation insurance, but do not require it.

If you already have a medical insurance or travel policy that includes emergency evacuation and repatriation, you are ready for the occasion and will have the qualified help and financial support should it be required. Enjoy your cruise to the polar regions, but do make sure you have the required insurance in place beforehand!

Please note that this emergency medical and evacuation/repatriation insurance can be purchased no sooner than six months before the cruise departure date.
Booking Cancellations/Refunds:
All requests for cancellation must be made in writing. Reservations cancelled more than 120 days prior to departure are subject to a USD 750 per person cancellation fee. Reservations cancelled from 119 to 91 days prior to departure are subject to 20% per person cancellation fee. Reservations cancelled 90 days or less prior to departure are subject to full fare forfeiture (cancellation fee is 100%). For these and other reasons mentioned below, passengers are strongly encouraged to obtain trip cancellation insurance.

The services included in the cruise rate are based on group participation, and no refunds will be made for any part of the program in which passengers choose not to participate, including any Zodiac cruises or landings. It should be understood that refunds will not be made to passengers who do not complete the tour for any reason whatsoever.

Terms and Conditions
Applicable general terms and conditions can be found on the Poseidon Expeditions website: https://poseidonexpeditions.com/upload/files/terms/Terms_and_conditions_SeaSpirit_2019.pdf

Itinerary, landings and all other activities during the cruise depend strongly on ice and weather conditions and are subject to the decisions of the Expedition Leader and the Captain of the vessel.

Encounters with any mentioned wildlife cannot be guaranteed.